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american just won the war w/ Spain 

america now has a world-wide 

empire of territories 

with security abroad, attention 

now turns to reform at home 



theodore roosevelt 
Son of a wealthy New York family, 

TR grew up a sick little boy 

His personality forged his political 

persona as a ferocious reformer 

As Governor of New York, he 

fought corruption, broke up political 

machines 

his illness/frailty made him eager to 
grow strong, be adventurous 

his reputation, actions earned him 
powerful enemies, even in his own 
party 

he was a big game hunter, boxer, 
wrestler, swimmer (swam the 
Potomac) 





the accidental president 
Seeking to get him out of NY, TR’s 

GOP enemies had him nominated VP 

Their goal is to send him to DC and 

make him insignificant and powerless 

1901 - President McKinley is 

assassinated 

he would run on the party ticket 
with William McKinley in 1900 

as VP, TR ascends to the presidency 

McKinley/Roosevelt win in 1900 

Hoping to end his reforms, TR’s 

enemies have accidentally made him 

the most powerful man in America! 
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progressivism under 

teddy roosevelt 



THE FIRST “MODERN 
PRESIDENT” 

TR immediately thought the POTUS a 

“steward of the people” 

He used his bold exploits, robust 

personality to influence media & laws 

To TR, the presidency was a “bully 

pulpit” from which to govern 

GOV.’s ROLE: to step in to protect the 
people’s welfare when states can’t 

TR was determined to take power 
from rich businessmen and redistribute 
it to the common American 

This plan was called the 

“SQUARE DEAL” 
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“SQUARE DEAL”? 



TRUSTBUSTING 
TR believed a powerful government 

was essential to a democracy 

Big business was essential too, but 

corrupt/evil trusts hurt the people 

TR used the Sherman Antitrust Act 

to sue 44 trusts in 7 years in office 

REGULATION is key to TR’s politics 

not all firms were killed, but many 
were and it promoted competition 

as steward of the people, gov needs 
to step in to protect general 
welfare 

TR became known as a “trustbuster” 



labor & 
regulation 

1902 - Penn. coalminers strike for 

better pay, working conditions 

W/ citizen’s welfare threatened, TR 

arbitrates an end to the strike 

TR sets a precedent that future 

POTUS can settle labor strikes 

when citizens are directly effected 

w/ winter approaching, coal reserves 
ran low (lack of heat for Americans) 

as steward of the people, gov needs to 
step in to protect general welfare 

TR also empowered the Interstate 

Commerce Commission (ICC) to 

strictly regulate abusive RxRs 





guarding consumer health 
After reading The Jungle, TR used 

his persona to push for change 

1906 - Teddy Roosevelt signs the 

Meat Inspection Act 

Going after abhorrent food & drug 

industry, TR signs the Pure Food 

and Drug Act in 1906 

mandated strict cleanliness in meat 
plants, set up meat inspection system 

required truth in labeling, banned the 
sale of contaminated food and drugs 

Both laws are still enacted today! 



conservationism 
After 100 years of western 

migration, American resources 

were disappearing 

TR saw conservation of US natural 

resources as a primary concern 

Advised by John Muir, TR set aside 

148 mil. acres of natural forestland 

CONSERVATION is the preserving & 
protecting of wilderness areas & land 

He created wildlife preserves, 
empowered the US Forest service to 
ban the sale of federal wilderness 

TR also set up the US Geological 

Survey to explore for resources 



ONE AREA 



AFRICAN AMERICAN  CIVIL RIGHTS 
Like most Progressives, TR was 

hesitant to promote rights for blacks 

Despite backlash, he appointed blacks 

to federal positions in South. states 

instead of promoting them as a whole, he 
supported individual african americans 

He invited Booker T. Washington to 

dine at the White House 

However, his lack of full support led 

to need for black self-representation  
1909 - NAACp was formed and fought 
for nothing short of total equality of 
the races in American society 
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The IMPORTANCE of the 
SQUARE DEAL 

expanding the POWER AND ROLE of the President 
forever in the LIVES OF THE PUBLIC 

changed american society by 

setting a precedent that POWERFUL GOVERNMENT 
should REGULATE BUSINESS on behalf of citizens  

ending ABUSIVE AND NEGLIGENT corporate practices 
and officially ENDING THE GILDED AGE 


